The Museum Song

Many children know that special places, such as the library, preschool, church or temple, require special behavior. Singing the museum song is a way to introduce expectations in a fun, warm, and memorable way. To the tune of *Where is Thumbkin*. The italics represent the group repeating after the song leader.

In the Museum
*In the Museum*

We don’t touch...
*We don’t touch...*

We use our eyes
*We use our eyes*

We don’t touch
*We don’t touch*

In the Museum
*In the Museum*

We don’t run
*We don’t run*

We will walk together
*We will walk together*

We don’t run
*We don’t run*

In the Museum
*In the Museum*

We don’t shout
*We don’t shout*

We use inside voices
*We use inside voices*

We don’t shout
*We don’t shout*

In the Museum
*In the Museum*

We have fun
*We have fun*

We will be creative
*We will be creative*

We have fun
*We have fun*

*Inspired by Cool Culture partner Shanta Lawson, Education Director at the Studio Museum in Harlem*